Reviewed by Tom Cerasulo
Ask any writer who performs public readings of his work, meets with book clubs, sits down for interviews, or even chats with other parents at soccer games, what question he most often receives. Chances are it will be a variation of "Where do your ideas come from?" Movies about writers have no patience with this query, no curiosity about the mysteries of artistic creation. What is essentially an interior, solitary, intellectual process must be made manifest. Shakespeare is in love with Gwyneth Paltrow and the words start flowing. Sitting at the piano, Cary Grant as Cole Porter hears the tick, tick, tock of the stately clock as it stands against the wall and the drip, drip, drop of the raindrops and composes the lyrics to "Night and Day." But the answers authors give about their process can often feel just as phony. Asked about the composition of This Side of Paradise, the debut author F. Scott Fitzgerald told the journalist Heywood Broun: "To write it-three months. To conceive it-three minutes. To collect the data in it-all my life. . . . Knowledge must cry out to be known-cry out that only I can know it, and then I'll swim in to satiety, as I've swum in-in many things." "Please be frank, . Throughout the 1920s, Fitzgerald was often treated condescendingly by reporters like Broun, who viewed him as a preening, pretty-boy celebrity who made ridiculous pronouncements and wrote prettily about the type of solipsistic people he himself represented. He had style, yes, but no substance. If he was an artist, he was a con-artist. Even Fitzgerald took a poke at Fitzgerald. In 1922 he had some gag stationery printed up with letterhead that read:
f. scott fitzgerald hack writer and plagiarist st. paul minnesota Careless People attempts to entwine three main narrative strands: a historicized summary of The Great Gatsby, a biography of Scott and Zelda, and the story of a notorious 1922 New Jersey double murder of adulterous lovers that ended without a conviction. To many readers, Churchwell's connections may seem yoked together by violence. The inspirational importance to Fitzgerald's creative arsenal of the 1922 murders of Episcopal minister Edward Wheeler Hall and his lover, Eleanor Reinhardt Mills, supposedly engineered by Hall's wife, Frances Noel Stevens Hall, and carried out by her two brothers, is an oversell, despite its Gatsby/Wilson/Buchanan vapors of mistaken identity and love across class lines; its prominence in Careless People is perhaps an attempt to lure in the lucrative book-buying audience for true crime. But Churchwell nonetheless does a fine job of capturing the crime, chaos, and squalor of the Jazz Age.
America's popular historical imagination casts the 1920s as the party and the 1930s as the hangover, but one of the book's many photographs captures a roomful of spent revelers looking green-around-the-gills, even in black and white. Rather than serving us flappers swilling glasses of champagne as they dance the Charleston, Churchwell gives us a de-familiarized world of purple cabs decorated with swastikas that accelerate at red lights. She delves deeply into the periodicals and ephemera of 1922, the year Fitzgerald's novel is set. Careless People is filled with ledgers, lists, snapshots, inky-fonted newspaper headlines, and even a recipe for bathtub gin, giving it a spirited, scrapbook feel. In this way, its disorganization seems apt for depicting a topsy-turvy epoch. For this reason, and for her enthusiastic prose, we can forgive Churchwell for occasionally slipping into Fitzgeraldese: "Trying to see America clear, we stand amidst the debris, looking at the old hopes of the vagrant dead as they scatter across our tattered Eden" (139).
Churchwell, a professor of American literature and public understanding of the humanities at the University of East Anglia, is a meticulous researcher, yet her book does not deal in cold hard facts and direct correlations as much as it does in tantalizing possibilities, interesting traces, echoes, doublings, and what-ifs. Essentially, she is guessing at what provided grist for Fitzgerald's artistic mill. "Jordan" was the name of a car company; Jordan Baker and Nick Carraway metaphorically talk about bad drivers in the novel. The symbolic colors of traffic lights weren't yet standardized in the 1920s, so the green light at the end of Daisy's dock might have signified "stop." There was a famous bootlegger who shares the name Fay with Daisy. The bootlegger could be a partial model for Gatsby. And so goes this East Egg hunt. Maybe the only smoking gun to be found here is George Wilson's, but Churchwell is a literary detective we can root for and her follow-the-clues speculations sure are fun.
